
While we wait to get started ...

Tell us what you want to 
get out of the session. 

NOTE: 
your name will appear 
with your comment. 
The chat won’t be part 
of the recorded version. 

Your mic is on mute
… and camera disbaled

What context could 
you use in your 
classroom to induce 
creating an AI model? 

Open the chat



Discovering Artificial intelligence
Machine learning and creating an AI model

 





By the end 
of this 

session...

You should be able to: 

Describe how to train an AI and 
choose a context for students to 
create their own model.

Develop an understanding of bias 
and how to limit it in their AI model. 

Use an AI model in a Scratch 3.0 
project. 



Achievement standards: starting point

 

Credits: ACARA Achievement Standards

https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f-10-curriculum/technologies/digital-technologies/?year=12983&year=12984&year=12985&strand=Digital+Technologies+Knowledge+and+Understanding&strand=Digital+Technologies+Processes+and+Production+Skills&capability=ignore&capability=Literacy&capability=Numeracy&capability=Information+and+Communication+Technology+(ICT)+Capability&capability=Critical+and+Creative+Thinking&capability=Personal+and+Social+Capability&capability=Ethical+Understanding&capability=Intercultural+Understanding&priority=ignore&priority=Aboriginal+and+Torres+Strait+Islander+Histories+and+Cultures&priority=Asia+and+Australia%E2%80%99s+Engagement+with+Asia&priority=Sustainability&elaborations=true&elaborations=false&scotterms=false&isFirstPageLoad=false


Source: ACARA

AI 
topics

https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au


AI topics



AI topics
Digital 

systems
Data 

representation

Defining and decomposing 
problems

Algorithms 
and coding

Impact of 
technologies

Plan, create and 
communicate ideas and 

information



AI topics
Image recognition

   Text & speech recognition

       Creating & using AI 
         models (machine learning)

             Bias and ethical issues

Digital 
systems

Data 
representation

Defining and decomposing 
problems

Algorithms 
and coding

Impact of 
technologies

Plan, create and 
communicate ideas and 

information



Design Thinking

Systems Thinking

Computational Thinking



What is an AI model?



An AI (artificial intelligence) 
model is a program that has 
been trained on a set of data 
(called the training set) to 
recognize certain types of 
patterns.

Image CC-BY-SA NDB Photos (Wikimedia Commons)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Google_Home_sitting_on_table.jpg


Learning

So the AI is a program that can 
learn.

- It needs learning data to carry 
out the learning process.

- And (usually) our feedback to 
get it right

- We use test data to check if the 
learning was successful



Let’s make an AI model

LESSON: Can AI guess your emotion? 

(Years F-4)

https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/ai-lesson-plans/can-ai-guess-your-emotion


Objective

Build an AI model that can distinguish happy and sad 
emojis.



1) Collect Learning Data

We collect images of happy and sad emojis



2) Group the learning Data

We then group and label the learning data, for example 
by placing the images in labeled buckets

happy sad



3. Configuring the AI

Set up the groups in the AI.

These are Happy and Sad.

Also, add a Background 
Group



4. Add the images to the AI

Record the images under 
their respective groups, 
Happy or Sad.

In the Background group, 
record images of the 
background. This is our 
control group. 



5. Start the learning process

Tell the AI to begin learning.

Internally, the AI will begin a 
process of adjusting its internal 
values. Teachable Machine 
doesn’t show this, but you can 
view this in the My Computer 
Brain AI. 

https://mycomputerbrain.net/php/experiments/ai.experiment1.php
https://mycomputerbrain.net/php/experiments/ai.experiment1.php


6) Learning process complete

We have given all these different images to the AI and 
told it to learn. Because we have labeled the images, 
the AI knows what they mean. (supervised learning)



Science Alert

What actually happens in an AI 
when it learns?

What is learning anyway?

Demo

https://mycomputerbrain.net/php/experiments/ai.experiment8.php


Testing the model

We then test our model

For the test, we use different data

LESSON: Can AI guess your emotion? 

(Years F-4)

https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/ai-lesson-plans/can-ai-guess-your-emotion


Confidence

The AI tells us how likely it is that 
the input belongs to a certain class.

Here, the AI is 17% certain that this 
is a happy face, but 78% that it is a 
sad face.



Confidence issues

The AI can be confident, but still be 
wrong. 

Here, the AI is 93% confident that it 
sees a happy face, yet it is wrong.

Our AI model has a problem.



Creating an AI model

 

Use this pre-made model to test the AI to see how well it recognises 
happy and sad. (You will need a device with a webcam).

Creating 
& training 
an AI 
model

https://teachablemachine.withgoogle.com/models/oE7da2vzM/


Bias

For an AI system to 
be unbiased requires 
the training data to 
be balanced.

Bias can be 
intentional, but 
often creeps in 
unintended.

Practically any 
subset of the world 
is biased. 
 



Bias

Our model has a a number of biases:

- Shape
- Colour
- Size
- Backgrounds
- Rotation
- Eye, mouth shape ...



Activity

How could we address data bias 
in our model?



Images: Pixabay



Retraining our model

By following the previous steps, we can re-train our model 
with the additional data 



Happy Sad

Images: Pixabay



Bias.

It is quite normal for initial AI models to have a bias. It takes some 
experience to anticipate it. 

It even happens to the professionals.

Note that we need to combine bias dimensions in our learning data 
for a better balanced model:

E.g. 

- round-yellow-large-white background - upright
- round-yellow-large-white background - rotated 90 degrees



Bias - Summary

Is hard to avoid

Often creeps in unintended

Is a great hook to discuss limitations of AI, fairness and 
ethics with students.

We’ll come back to this topic in Deep dive 5, AI and Ethics. 



Creating an 
AI model

What contexts 
would engage your 
students when 
creating an AI 
model?

Put your idea in the 
chat!
 



Possible contexts

● Paper, scissors, rock game
● AI fruit and veg identifier 
● Cat sensor cat door (no dogs allowed!)
● Landmark identifier
● Flag recogniser 
● Litter sorter (waste, recyclable, organic)

Creating an AI model: engaging contexts 



How can we avoid bias when creating 
these models?
● Paper, scissors, rock game
● AI fruit and veg identifier 
● Cat sensor cat door (no dogs allowed!)
● Landmark identifier
● Flag recogniser 
● Litter sorter (waste, recyclable, organic)

Creating an AI model: engaging contexts 



Data: sourcing images 
Recognise intellectual property

Part of Applying social and ethical 
protocols and practices when 
using ICT 

Provide links to image free library or 
provide a folder of images (teacher 
curated)



Image 
recognition

The ability of machines to 
recognise objects in images 
or videos (part of computer 
vision).



A new version of Scratch that is AI compatible!

Created by 
MIT Media Lab

https://www.media.mit.edu/posts/ai-blocks/

https://www.media.mit.edu/posts/ai-blocks/


A new version of Scratch that is AI compatible!

Paste the 
model’s unique 
URL.
Add some code 
blocks and you 
are away. 
It is that simple!

https://mitmedialab.github.io/prg-extension-boilerplate/create/

https://mitmedialab.github.io/prg-extension-boilerplate/create/


Training an AI model 
TIPS… 
Have all your 
data samples 
ready

Have your 
classes 
(buckets) 
worked out

https://teachablemachine.withgoogle.com/

https://teachablemachine.withgoogle.com/


A trained AI model 

Have something 
in place for the 
time taken to 
train the model. 
… wait

https://teachablemachine.withgoogle.com/models/uWryl1Rue/

https://teachablemachine.withgoogle.com/models/uWryl1Rue/


Exporting a trained AI model 

https://teachablemachine.withgoogle.com/models/uWryl1Rue/

Copy and save 
the URL. 

Test in new 
browser

https://teachablemachine.withgoogle.com/models/uWryl1Rue/


5 step process: 
Using an AI 
model in Scratch

1. Define the problem and 
data requirements

2. Collect the data (folder)
3. Train and test the model 

(copy URL of model) 
4. Design and represent the 

algorithm
5. Build the program (user 

input) then modify to 
include AI model (URL)



Build on this basic 
translating app to include 
other languages.

We draw on:

▰ design thinking skills 
for layout (how it will 
look)

▰ computational thinking 
to program the solution 
(how it will work).  

Design thinking

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/559665569/editor/



Design our 
algorithm

START…  
Repeat

User selects from three options (Flags) 
Check selection: yes or no 
If answer = yes 

Ask for text to be translated
Say (Print) translated text
Speak translated text

END If (answer = no)
END Repeat



Design thinking: user input

Source: Flagpedia 



Design thinking: user input
When sprite is clicked… 
check whether user 
meant to choose the 
language.

If no… go back. (also 
use as the way to exit 
the language) 

If yes... start to 
translate.



Design thinking

Source: Flagpedia 



Design thinking

Source: Flagpedia 



Use of repeat 
until block… 

▰ Repeats the 
program 
until a 
condition is 
met  

Combined with 
an operator 
block 

Design thinking

Source: Flagpedia 



An AI that recognises flags

Source: Flagpedia 



An AI that recognises flags

Source: Flagpedia 



Using the AI model



Design our 
algorithm

START…  
Repeat

User selects from three options (Scissors, paper, 
rock) 

Check selection: yes or no 
If answer = yes 

Computer randomly selects one option
Show computer selection
Compare user choice against computer choice 

END If (answer = no)
END Repeat



Design our 
algorithm



Setting up program for ML model
START…  Ask a question to enable input

Paper, scissors, rock? 

Users selects from three options

Check selection: Did you choose ‘Rock’? Yes or no (if no 
choose again)

If yes compare to computer choice: (Create a variable 
Computer pick: Random 1, 2 or 3)

If/then (if computer pick = 1, show paper etc) 

Compare computer pick to user pick 

END 



Design thinking: user input



Design thinking: user input select image



Using AI model as input



Sound 
recognition

The ability of machines to 
recognise sounds including 
speech (part of NLP Natural 
Language Processing).



94% certain 
that the sound 
is a dog

A challenge to 
use this app in 
a noisy 
classroom!

An AI that recognises sounds



Risk assessment

- effectively plan and 
assess risks and 
benefits before 
introducing any new 
online platforms or 
technologies.

E-safety: risk assessment

New technologies risk-assessment tool

https://www.esafety.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-03/Prepare%203%20-%20New%20technologies%20risk-assessment%20tool.pdf


Risk 
assessment

Check FAQ, 
for privacy 
issues: 



Student project 

Our team is...  

We’re creating an AI model 
that...

(the target user)

to help people to...

 

(the problem/challenge)

by providing them with... (the possible solution)

Coming up with their own AI app idea



Assessment

Artificial Intelligence is a rich 
field for assessment 
opportunities. 

Here are a few examples in 
the core concept areas of 
data, algorithms and 
implementation



Data representation and algorithms 

AI 
model

Prediction 

Chip packet 

Soft drink bottle 

Banana skin 

When model 
detects, Show Say for 2 seconds 

If that is a chip 
packet its made of 
non-recycled plastic. 
Put in rubbish bin

If that is a soft drink 
bottle its made of 
PET plastic. 
Put in recycling bin

If that is a banana 
skin its organic. 

Put in green waste of 
compost

Change 
costume, wait, 
then hide

Icons: Flaticon 



Data representation and algorithms 

AI 
model

Prediction 

Chip packet 

Show 
costume Say for 2 seconds 

A chip packet is 
made from 
non-recycled plastic. 
Put in rubbish bin.

Change 
costume, wait 
then hide

Icons: Flaticon 

Ask: Check correct 
If/then 

Is this  a chip 
packet? 

IF answer = Yes

IF answer = No



Formative assessment 

Consider using 
post it notes. Easy 
to change and 
move around.
Add arrows... 



Data representation and algorithms 

AI 
model

Prediction 

Class 1 

Class 2

Class 3

Consider providing 
a template. 
Take away or add 
columns  



Data 
representation 
Algorithms, 
Implementation

Evidence of learning:

Trained and tested AI model
Plan of the training data 
How well did they avoid bias?
How well did their model work? 
(Star rating)

Think aloud (student records a 
video of the AI model in action with 
commentary or as an interview 
with the teacher.



Lesson plans
Artificial Intelligence

Access DT Hub AI lesson plans

https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/ai-lesson-plans


Cliffhanger ...
Join us next week, when Martin and 
Karsten explore some captivating 
ethical dilemmas of AI. 
This will be the final webinar in this 
series. 
POLL: pls let us know how we did in 
meeting your needs


